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8-10 TH Cartoon Box Hydraulic Compactor Baler NKW180BD

The semi-automatic plastic baler/paper baler is widely used to compress almost all the loose materials like
paper, cardboard, OCC, ONP, books, magazines, plastic bottles, plastic film, textile waste, alfalfa, hays,
cans, tins and aluminum scraps etc.

Model NKW180BD

Hydraulic power 180Ton

Cylinder size Ø300

Bale size（W*H*L） 1100*1250*1700mm

Feed opening size（L*W） 2000*1100mm

Bale density 650-700Kg/m3

Capability 8-10T/hour

Bale line 7 Line /Manual strapping

Power/ 37.5KW/50HP

Out-bale way Disposable bag out

Bale-wire 6#/8#*7 PCS

Machine weight 24000KG

Just like the rest of balers, these semi-auto paper balers and plastic balers are divided

into two types: small and large. The smaller ones are 750*850*300-1700mm in size which well

suited for waste paper recycling. These paper balers are popular in cardboard mill, paper

mill, and printers to recycle paper waste with a recycling rate of less than 1ton per hour

by manual strapping. However, the larger ones are plastic balers or heavy-duty PET bottle

balers having a size of 1250*1100*1700mm. These plastic balers are used in recycling

centers for recycling and compressing hollow plastic bottles and rigid plastics. The

motors of small and large semi-automatic baling machines generate 18.5 kilowatts and 45

kilowatts power, respectively.

The specially designed heavy duty close-gate of these paper baler machines and plastic
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balers produces much tighter bales with manual strapping. The automatic opening and

hydraulic locking door ensure more convenient and efficient operations.

Much more heavy duty horizontal baler is for your option to compress more capacity and denser

of materials.

Nick baler main product the balers, hydraulic balers, paper balers, metal balers, scrap

metal shears, metal balers, scrap metal balers, horizontal waste paper balers, waste plastic

balers, cotton packing Machine, chemical fiber strapping machine, fiber strapping machine,

straws straw strapping machine, metal crushing machine, four column hydraulic machine,

metal crusher, crumb cake machine, metal unpacking machine, gantry shears, metal unpacking

machines and so on dozens of varieties of hydraulic mechanical.
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